Setting up an iPad for use at Mount Sinai:

1) Turn on your device. You'll see "Hello" in many languages. Follow the steps to get started. If you have any vision issue, you can turn on VoiceOver or magnify from the Hello screen. Choose language and country. If needed, you can also tap the blue accessibility button to set up Accessibility Options that can optimize the setup experience.

2) It will give you the option for Quick Start; select “Set up manually”.

3) For Choose a Wi-Fi Network, use the “MSMC-Green” wireless network, and use your Sinai ID and password to connect.

4) For Face ID & Touch ID, select “Set Up Later in Settings”.

5) For Create a Passcode, go to Passcode Options and select No Passcode.

6) For Apps & Data, select Don't Transfer Apps & Data.

7) Under Apple ID, select "Forgot password or don't have an Apple ID?". Choose to create an Apple ID; use the prefix “ISMMS-ID” + your kit number, which is on the back of the iPad or on the side of the iPad box, near the Apple logo. For example, if you have number 15 on the label, you would create an ID called “ISMMS-ID15”. If you do have an Apple ID, you may use it.

8) In “Keep your iPad up to date”, select the default option and continue.

9) For Siri and Screen Time, select “Set Up Later in Settings”.

10) Find Epic Canto and Zoom in the app store and install them. Epic Canto has a specific setup procedure, and there is a separate instruction sheet for that, inside the iPad box. It can also be found at http://mshsintranet.mountsinai.org/IT/Haiku_and_Canto/

Following these steps will ensure that the device is set up optimally for its intended purpose.

You will be notified if any other steps are needed on your part, in terms of device management.